Special issue on Sensor networks and intelligent system for cyber physical systems

With the expanding accessibility of mobile phones and information produced by individuals, logical instruments and reproductions, today, comprehending huge numbers of our most critical logical and designing issues requires intense arrangements giving the entire anchor to process information and administrations from the versatile clients to the cloud infrastructure, which should likewise incorporate heterogeneous clouds to give accessibility, adaptability, and data privacy. These arrangements are increasingly essential with the expanding cooperative energies between cloud computing and information concentrated applications, which require cyber physical systems that must be ground-breaking in a wide sense to fulfil the administrations and information preparing prerequisites from a huge number of clients, however in the meantime need to give strong network and adaptivity utilities to cope with near future mobile applications.

This special issue also aims to foster a research community committed to advancing research and education at the confluence of wireless sensor networks and intelligent system for cyber physical systems

- Integration solutions for mobile, hybrid, and heterogeneous clouds cyber physical systems.
- Management of massive data using mobile and heterogeneous clouds.
- Simulation, emulation, and performance evaluation for real-time cyber physical systems
- Resource management and scheduling in mobile, hybrid, and heterogeneous clouds.
- New programming models as well as machine and application abstractions.
- Adaptive software for cloud computing and data systems
- Computing and communication models for real-time cyber-physical co-design
- Big Data applications and mobile clouds.
- Resource management based on self-awareness in distributed cyber physical systems
- Scalable design and data management of cloud CPS, smart grid CPS, mobile CPS, social CPS
- Data chain integration in mobile, hybrid, and heterogeneous clouds.
- Collaborative infrastructures and virtual organizations using mobile clouds.
- High-end scientific and engineering computing.
- Novel applications of mobile, hybrid, and heterogeneous clouds cyber physical systems.
- Lower power heterogeneous computing for distributed cyber physical systems
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